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For those familiar with Circle A’s history, it’s no
secret that we have evolved over time. In the
early days our primary focus was high-end,
registered breeding stock, showing and being
involved in the Angus social scene. Quickly, we
realized that we wanted to be more in the beef
industry and established a large commercial,
Angus herd. Seeking objective data on which to
make profitable management decisions, we soon
after founded the Angus Sire Alliance.

The Angus Sire Alliance forced us to intensively
use artificial insemination and to objectively
measure traits in our non-registered herd. We
track and collect more data in that herd than most
registered breeders, while requiring the cows to
function in an honest, commercial production
environment. We use that data to develop
proprietary EPDs and profitability indexes
directly related to our input costs and returns.

www.circlearanch.com

Please Join Us:
for our 23rd Annual

Spring Bull &
Heifer Sale

March 18, 2017
Selling:

More than 350 Head!
151 Black Angus Bulls
Stout, slow-grown, coming two’s
Ready for Service
Registered Angus and Circle A Premium
Bulls (CAPB)

200 Premium Fall-calving
Angus Heifers
Fetal Sex and Due Date by Ultrasound

Someone You Should Know

Don & Genelee Beckley began Beckley
Farms in 1946. Don was a third generation
cattleman in Shelby County. Today their
sons Jim and John run the operation along
with fifth and sixth generation Beckley
cattlemen. In the 1940’s they began with
Shorthorn cattle and went through many of
the exotic breeds in the 1970’s. In 1997
they settled on Angus for their consistency
and marketability. Up until the 1980’s
they finished their own cattle, since then
Quinten Robertson, John, Jim,
Grayson & Jenny Beckley
they have marketed feeder calves and
recently added a feeding barn for
backgrounding their own calves before marketing them.
In the Fall of 2007 they purchased their first Circle A bulls and marketed
their first feeder cattle to Circle A Feeders in late 2008. “Circle A’s genetics
have helped Beckley Farms improve the females on the farm. Heifers this
year are the most balanced, easy fleshing, calm, and maternal replacements
to date,” says Jim. Beckley Farms has marketed calves to Circle A ever since
and exclusively used semen and bulls purchased form Circle A.

Jim says, “when we talk about low-stress we usually mean the cattle, but
Circle A’s entire program has been low-stress on us. We know when and
where the calves are going and when and where we are going to buy our
bulls. They have a great selection of bulls and semen and they stand behind
their bulls. Circle A has provided Beckley Farms’ with a unique opportunity
to improve both our herd genetics and our feeder calf marketing.
Circle A is proud to count the Beckley’s among our customers, our suppliers
and our friends!

Our path has not been conventional. We have
created and set many “firsts” in the Angus breed
and the beef cattle industry. Change is often
difficult, but it is the one thing that is constant.
We have never wavered from our endless pursuit
of creating the most profitable beef cattle genetics
available and, with careful deliberation, we have
decided to disperse our entire registered Angus
cowherd.
Our 800 head registered Angus cowherd is as
good as any in the country. Its’ foundation goes
back to some of the greatest cows ever in the
Angus breed. We have used sires tested and
proven in the non-registered operation along with
outside sires that we thought could add value to
our system. We have intensively used AI and ET
for decades and stacked the pedigrees with
genetics that have worked well for us. We have
not had a registered female sale since 2010, and
have ran our registered cows as hard, if not
harder, than our commercial herds. They have
been culled based solely on production with total
disregard for hype, hoopla and name appeal. The
cows that have survived our strict and disciplined
culling practices are truly elite.

In 2006 we began marketing Circle A Premium
Bulls (CAPB). These bulls are AI sired and out of
the highest indexing cows in our 7,000 head
commercial cowherd. Their mothers have proven
themselves to be profitable in a commercial
production environment and produced progeny For many years, Circle A has differed from most
that have yielded a valuable carcass.
registered Angus herds. From day one our motto
has been “Quality Beef is Our Business!”. That
In 2007 we built a state of the art feeding facility
doesn’t just mean selling bulls with high marbling
in which to finish our own cattle and those (continued on page 2)
purchased from our bull and heifer customers.
After nearly 10 years of collecting feedlot and
carcass data in our own system, we have a good
handle on which cattle truly make us the most
money in the feedyard and the most functional
females in the pasture.
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Sale Dates
● March 18, 2017

Spring Bull & Heifer Sale
Iberia, MO
● June 3-4, 2017

Registered Fall Female
Dispersal
Iberia, MO
● October 21, 2017

Fall Bull & Heifer Sale
Iberia, MO
● October 21-22, 2017

Registered Spring Female
Dispersal
Iberia, MO

Tradeshow Dates
● January 27-28, 2017

Cornbelt Cow/Calf Conf.
Ottumwa, MO
● February 1-3, 2017

NCBA
Nashville, TN

● February 27, 2017

Forage & Beef Conf.
Cuba, MO
● March 13, 2017

2017 Spring Beef Seminar
Starkenburg, MO
● October 6-8, 2017

Farm Fest
Springfield, MO

AN UNPARALLELED COMMITMENT
TO INCREASING THE QUALITY OF CATTLE THROUGH THE USE OF PROFITABLE GENETICS
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The Evolution Continues (continued)

CAF Buy-Back Changes Announced

scores; it means profitably producing a delicious beef
product on a large scale. Circle A is a large beef production
system and the registered herd and registered bull sales are
a portion of that system. Like most registered breeders, a
high percent of the bulls produced in the registered herd are
kept intact. Even though we feel our registered herd is as
top of the line as it gets, the immense maternal selection
pressure behind the production of the Circle A Premium
Bull (CAPB) has great appeal to us.

For nearly a decade Circle A Feeders has operated with
no alteration to their pricing structure for buying calves.
Through record high prices and, not so high prices, we
have stood by our commitment.
Unfortunately,
fluctuating markets, grids adjustments, vanishing packer
premiums, rising input costs and varied health of
purchased calves have created a situation where our
current payment structure simply isn’t sustainable.

In our system, and we believe in the operations of our
commercial customers and feedlot suppliers as well, it
makes sense to produce bulls out of dams that have proven
themselves over time in a tough production environment
and produced calves that have yielded valuable carcasses.
We are shifting the purpose of our non-registered herd
from testing primarily unproven AI sires, to utilizing the
best AI sires available that we feel will continue to improve
the bottom lines of Circle A and our customers. We began
making matings that direction last fall and will be in full
swing with this spring’s breeding season. We are excited
for what the future holds with this more focused approach.
Our bull buyers will not see change in our offering for a
couple of years. We will be retaining the registered weaned
bull calves from the registered cows being dispersed. The
registered spring bull calves that are born this year, will not
be marketed until October of 2018. After that, the sales will
be filled with bulls specifically designed with our
commercial customer in mind. Bulls sired by the best the
Angus breed has to offer and out of the most tested, most
proven cows from the most profitability-focused cowherd
in the country. They will truly be the most commerciallyoriented bulls offered anywhere.
While change is difficult, the dispersal of our registered
cowherd offers a great opportunity for anyone looking to
expand or start a registered herd of their own. These cows
will be as tested and as honest as any registered cowherd
you will ever find. We look forward to seeing how our
years of work go out and change the registered Angus
industry for the better. We are even more excited to see
how our narrowed focus and production methods change
the programs at Circle A and those of their commercial
customers.

THE CIRCLE A
ADVANTAGE:
Experience •Reputation
Profitability • Service

When the buy-back program began we offered a $10 per
head premium for age and source verification and
received from $20-$35 per head premium from the
packer for age and source. That difference helped fund
the additional $25 per head premium we paid for our
calves. In 2013 global markets changed and the age and
source premium disappeared. Circle A has continued to
pay the additional $25 per head premium at our own
expense. We funded the premium through involvement
in a natural program that required us to be 120 days
removed from implants and antibiotic free; that program
paid us $4/cwt of carcass. The packer has now
discontinued that program. With a total loss of around
$60 per head in premiums from when the program was
founded, we simply cannot afford to pass on premiums
that do not exist..
Beginning January 1, 2017, we will no longer be
offering the $25 per head bull premium in addition to
the top of the market price. Calves out of Circle A
females will still receive the $10 per head premium.
You still have the peace of mind of knowing your
calves will bring top of the market and knowing that
price ahead of time. As always, you will pay no
commission when selling to Circle A Feeders.
We have also noticed there are regions of the state
where the market price can be very sporadic. We have
always priced all out of state cattle off the Southwest
region, which includes the Joplin and Springfield sale
barns. The Southwest region routinely moves many
thousands of head weekly and is a consistent source for
fair price discovery. Any producer wishing to be priced
off the Southwest region may permanently be moved to
that market effective January 1, 2017.
We do not take these changes lightly and greatly
appreciate your business partnership as both a buyer and
a supplier. We continue to believe that for producers
who are willing to produce top quality calves, Circle A
Feeders is still a premiere option for marketing. We
look forward to many years of continued success.
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Don’t Miss it!
View the sale and bid
live online at:

You may also contact
Nick at 573-280-5308
prior to sale day for
buying assistance.
To avoid sale delays,
there will be no
conference call during
Circle A sales. Contact
Nick or another sale representative prior to the
sale to place your bids.

BUILDING
Fall Bull & Heifer Sale Report
Circle A Angus Ranch was proud to host their 10th Annual Fall Bull
& Heifer sale offering 309 head sold on October 15th. The bleachers were full of potential buyers vying for the opportunity to own
elite genetics backed by great service by bidding on the 109 bulls,
and 200 bred heifers.
109 bulls averaged a respectable $4585 with Lot 9, Circle A Five-O
5003 going for $15,000 as the high selling bull. Sold to ABS Global, Lot 9 is a calving ease bull with 7 EPDs ranking in the top 10%
of the Angus breed. L&S Farms of Wesphalia, MO purchased lot
31, also a Bushs Five-O son for $8,000. Southern Cattle Company
of Marianna, FL purchased Lot 36, Circle A Payweight 5083 for
$7500, they also purchased lot 35, Circle A Five-O 5022 for $6000.
Bill Leimkuehler of Marshall, MO purchased lot 13 for $6250, with
several bulls selling for $6,000. DAB Farms was the high volume
buyer taking home 11 head. 29 bulls sold for $5,000 or more, with
28 head going for under $4,000.
200 commercial, bred heifers, sold in lots of five, ultrasounded to
calve within ten days of one another and fetal sexed, averaged
$2001 per head. Morrow Cattle Co. of Jefferson City, MO took
home 65 head. Britt Farms of Clifton Hill, MO took home 30 and
Kurtis Kuschel of Chamois, MO took home 20 head. High selling
heifer lots were 5 separate lots selling at $2100.
The sale was very solid despite lower calf prices and Circle A feels
fortunate to be part of their customers’ success and attributes their
part to good genetics and great service. The next opportunity to purchase Circle A genetics will be on March 18th offering 151 bulls
and 200 fall-calving, bred heifers.

Better
BULLS

Proﬁtability Tested Genecs
Circle A has selected for traits relang to your boom-line
for nearly two decades.

Improving Feed Intake for 15 years
In 1998 Circle A began collecng individual feed intake
data. We’ve used that data in our breeding decisions. Our
cale now do more with less and our genecs could be
doing the same for you.

Quality Beyond Compare
Our genecs consistently grade over 98% Choice and
Prime and 50% qualify for CAB. This is while gaining around
4 pounds a day and converng at nearly 5 pounds of feed
per pound of gain.

Bring your trailer!
Pick up your bulls on sale day and
save $50 per head when you buy
two or more bulls.

